
PAL Board Presentations







Board Necessities

• Title

• Author

• Driving question with answer to driving question

• Information that helped you answer your driving 
question

• Visual aids (graphs, tables) that show your information

• Sources for print and pictures



TITLE
-clear and easy to read
-creatively shown
-big print



The topic of this 
PAL is global 
warming, 
specifically the 
warming of the 
ocean waters.  
Does she have a 
catchy title?  







AUTHOR

-seems like a no brainer, right?



We can 
clearly see 
the size of 
the letters of 
the name on 
her project.





SOURCES
-use the proper format
-for pictures, graphs, tables, and information









DRIVING QUESTION 
with answer

-driving question in big print
-make sure you answer your question 



What a 
clear 
driving 
question!







Information that 
helped you answer 

your driving question
-the facts/details that helped you come to your answer
-all information should be RELEVANT



Visual Text Features
-graphs
-maps
-tables
-pictures/photographs
-illustrations
-charts
-only relevant visuals



Do you see this 
student’s visual 
aids?  Her map 
and Venn 
diagram help us 
understand her 
information. 



Do you see this 
student’s visual 
aids?  His pictures, 
captions, 
diagrams, and 
illustrations help 
the reader to 
understand the 
information.



You could use 
pictures  as a 
text feature.



You could use 
pictures or 
graphs as a 
text feature.



You could use 
pictures as a 
text feature.



Design Features
-color
-matting
-not too much, not too little
-props
-flip up information



You could be 
creative with 
how your title 
looks. This one 
relates to the 
PAL topic.



The back of 
the WHITE 
board was 
colored to go 
with her 
theme.



The colors 
chosen on 
this board go 
with his 
theme.



You could 
put your 
information 
under a flip 
question to 
make your 
presentation 
interactive.



A battery 
was 
attached 
to this 
board as a 
prop.



A prop was 
used to 
show a hot 
air balloon.



A prop was 
used to show 
nonperishable 
foods.



Notice that all 
of these 
pictures have 
been backed 
with 
construction 
paper to make 
them “pop” to 
the reader.

AND!!! Look at the 
cool diagram showing 
the layers of the earth.


